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BELVEDERE CITY COUNCIL
JULY 10, 2017

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Craig Middleton, City Manager
Robert Zadnik, Public Works Manager
James Reilly, Stetson Engineers

Subject:

Progress report on California Department of Water Resources Local Levee
Assistance Program (DWR LLAP) grant for the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal
Levee System Evaluation

Recommended Motion/Item Description
Consider the progress report and provide staff with comments or recommendations.
Background
The State of California recently approved the DWR LLAP grant agreement with the City of
Belvedere. The grant funds 55% of the total cost of the evaluation; or $611,000 of the total cost
of $1,086,000. Stetson Engineers Inc. (Stetson), San Rafael prepared the grant application in
collaboration with City staff.
The evaluation focuses on flood control in the lagoon area. Lagoon shoreline properties are
vulnerable to flooding from rain-induced stormwater inflow and/or coastal overtopping of the San
Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees, which can cause the lagoon water level to rapidly rise.
The grant scope of work (see attached) consists of structural and geotechnical evaluation of the
condition of the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System and pre-design work related to levee
raising and possible modifications to other system components needed to protect the interior
lagoon area from flooding under the 1% annual chance flood event. As used herein, the term
“Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System” is meant to include the San Rafael Avenue and Beach
Road levees, lagoon water control facilities, and storm drains that discharge to the lagoon, all of
which affect flooding in the lagoon area. The evaluation and pre-design-related work has the
following four major elements:



Geotechnical and coastal structural investigation, analysis, and evaluation of the stability
of the existing levees to withstand a 1% annual chance coastal flood event, including
identification of deficiencies and recommendations for corrective measures;
Alternatives analysis and feasibility study of raising all or portions of the levees to
sufficiently reduce or eliminate overtopping from the 1% annual chance flood event and
possibly other system component modifications; and,
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Environmental documentation for raising the levees, implementing identified corrective
measures, if any, or other system component modifications to comply with CEQA and
NEPA, and required environmental regulatory permitting.

The scope of work also includes work related to obtaining a Conditional Letter of Map Revision
(CLOMR) from FEMA to justify and demonstrate the reduced flood hazard that would result from
raising the levees, implementing identified corrective measures or other system modifications, and
to reflect the reduced flood hazard in FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Map. Given FEMA’s recent
determination (made after DWR awarded the grant to the City) that San Rafael Avenue and Beach
Road would not be eligible for a CLOMR due to encroachments by existing structures (e.g.,
buildings, culverts, others), this particular task will likely later be modified or eliminated.
The City has contracted with Stetson to complete the technical portions of the scope of work.
Stetson has subcontracted with CLE Engineering (CLE), Novato, to complete coastal structural
engineering portions and Miller Pacific Engineering Group (MPEG), Novato, to complete
geotechnical engineering portions. All firms have extensive previous experience specific to the
various components of the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System.
Since the grant will cover eligible pre-agreement work, in 2016 the City initiated work on certain
eligible tasks deemed urgent and essential. These tasks, which are described in the grant scope of
work, include the Phase 1 Geotechnical and Coastal Structural Evaluation of the Existing Levees.
This progress report describes progress on these tasks and remaining work.
Geotechnical Evaluation of Existing Levees
Geotechnical tasks completed by MPEG to date include: performance of geotechnical site
inspections to observe existing conditions; compilation of existing subsurface data derived from
Belvedere and MPEG files; performance of supplemental subsurface geotechnical exploration by
means of seven cone penetration tests (CPTs); development of geologic cross-sections under San
Rafael Avenue and Beach Road; and performance of preliminary slope stability analyses under
static (i.e., no ground shaking by earthquake) and seismic (i.e., extremely strong ground shaking
by earthquake) conditions.
Based on the supplemental subsurface exploration, subsurface conditions under both levees were
found to generally consist of 5 to 10 feet of fill material over relatively deep alluvial soils
consisting of soft, compressible clays with interbedded loose, sand layers. The maximum depth
of these soft or loose soils is about 90 feet under San Rafael Avenue and over 120 feet under Beach
Road, and their thicknesses diminish toward the ends of the levees. These soft clays and loose
sands are underlain by stiff sandy clays and/or weathered bedrock. Subsurface conditions are
depicted in the attached Figures 2, 4, and 7.
Based on preliminary slope stability analyses, under static conditions the global stability of the
levees have adequate factors of safety. However, it should be noted that the Beach Road seawall
is marginally stable under static conditions.
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Under seismic conditions much of the loose sand layers will liquefy during moderate and strong
ground shaking and both the soft clay layers and liquefied sand layers have stability factors of
safety below 1.0. Based on the preliminary analyses, we would expect vertical and lateral
displacement of both roadways/levees during a large seismic event. When considering both the
soft clay deposits and liquefied soil conditions, displacement of the San Rafael Avenue levee could
be on the order of 12 to 36 inches and the Beach Road levee on the order of 6 to 18 inches. These
displacements during very strong ground shaking could render the roadways impassable and allow
coastal waters, elevated by high tide and/or storm surge and waves, to erode or overtop the levees
and flood the lagoon.
How the seismic instability of the levees is addressed influences how Stetson will proceed with
developing alternatives for possible raising and other modifications to the levees to address the
insufficient heights of the levees and vulnerabilities to potential overtopping and flooding of the
lagoon. Given the limited budget of the grant and the limited financial resources of the City, it is
intended to keep the focus of alternatives trained on ensuring stability under static conditions and
under conditions of 1% annual chance coastal flooding. Some additional ground improvements
near the proposed levee and seawall flood improvements will be considered to enhance levee
performance under seismic conditions, but there will there will remain a degree of accepted risk
of some damage to flood improvements and roadways following a very strong seismic event.
Costal Structural Evaluation of Existing Levees
Beach Road
CLE has completed the topographic and hydrographic field work along Beach Road and produced
a base plan. Following the survey tasks, CLE performed a structural inspection of the concrete
seawalls comprising portions of the Beach Road levee.
The concrete seawalls were found to be in typical condition for their age with cracking of the
concrete caps and spalling around penetrations. However, in addition to these typical conditions,
CLE identified a global issue of insufficient footing depth. Localized failures of the wall in the
past due to rotation and/or sliding were likely due to the scouring, over time, of the beach profile.
As the material is removed from the seaward side, the seawall has begun to shift. It is likely that
this shallow footing condition exists along the entire length of the seawall, even if only observed
in a few locations.
The condition of the seawall, however, would allow for augmentation of the existing structure
rather than replacement. The seawall would be suitable for raising (either through railing in-fill or
cap overlay) or through wall-footing extension (e.g., through sheet piles along the toe). Complete
replacement of the walls is not warranted based on the observed conditions.
San Rafael Avenue
CLE completed the topographic survey and the bathymetric data gathering along the San Rafael
Avenue levee. During the course of the survey CLE also gathered information as to average armor
stone size, exposed toe conditions, and displaced stone locations. Construction era design plans
were provided by MPEG which confirmed original toe stone depth and original design slopes.
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While the San Rafael Avenue levee may be insufficient from an overtopping perspective (due to
insufficient height) or seismic perspective (due to liquefiable underlying sediments), from a
structural perspective the levees and their associated fore beach areas have remained relatively
stable since their construction. CLE determined that the armor stone size in the original MPEG
design remains adequate. Localized areas of displacement were observed; however, these areas
do not currently require attention but should be supplemented as part of a future project to raise
the levee (as needed).
Next Steps
MPEG is planning to complete the Phase 1 geotechnical evaluation in July (depending on
availability of a drilling contractor). Next steps include drilling, sampling, and testing sediment
cores along both levees. Using the information derived from the cores and the previous CPTs,
MPEG will finalize the stability analyses and prepare the evaluation report. Information derived
from the cores and the previous CPTs will be used in design of levee raising/modification
alternatives and other later stages of the evaluation.
CLE will complete the Phase 1 coastal structural evaluation report in July.
Work will begin shortly on the next task in the scope of work, the Alternatives Analysis. A
“baseline alternative” has already been developed and is depicted in the attached Figures 20a and
20b. Engineering analysis “baseline alternative” has demonstrated that uniformly raising the San
Rafael Avenue levee to elevation 10.0 feet NAVD (i.e., by 0 feet to up to 2 feet in some locations)
and raising the Beach Road levee to elevation 10.7 feet NAVD (i.e., by 0 feet to up to 2.5 feet in
some locations) would reduce coastal overtopping during the 1% annual chance flood event
sufficiently to prevent flooding of the lagoon. However, uniformly raising the levees may not be a
practical remedy nor the preferred remedy due to potential impacts on nearby properties. Other
alternatives will be formulated and evaluated that achieve the target flood reduction objective; for
example, non-uniformly raising the levees, higher in some places where it could be accommodated
and lower in other places where potential impacts need to be avoided. These alternative will be
formulated in consultation with City staff, evaluated through engineering analysis, and vetted with
the City Council and community.
All alternatives for raising the levees will also include measures to address deficiencies identified
by MPEG in the Phase 1 geotechnical evaluation and by CLE in the Phase 1 coastal structural
evaluation. These include ground improvements near the proposed improvements to the levees to
enhance performance under seismic conditions; augmentation of the Beach Road footing (e.g.,
sheet piles) along a portion or all of length; and replacement or supplementation of displaced armor
stone along the San Rafael Avenue levee.
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Recommendation
Consider the progress report and provide Staff with comments or recommendations.
Attachments




Grant Scope of Work & Task Breakdown for Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System
Evaluation
Figures 2, 4, and 7 (geologic cross sections)
Figures 20a and 20b (“baseline” levee raise alternative)

Scope of Work & Task Breakdown
For
Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Evaluation

Project Title: Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Evaluation
Project Description: The project consists of an evaluation of the Belvedere Lagoon
Coastal Levee System and pre-design work related to levee raising and possible
modifications to other system components needed to protect the interior lagoon area from
flooding under the 1% annual chance flood event. As used herein, the term “system” is
meant to include the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees, lagoon water control
facilities, and storm drains that discharge to the lagoon, all of which affect flooding in the
lagoon area. The evaluation and pre-design-related work has the following four major
elements:
 Geotechnical and coastal structural investigation, analysis, and evaluation of the
stability of the existing levees to withstand a 1% annual chance coastal flood
event, including identification of deficiencies and recommendations for corrective
measures;
 Alternatives analysis and feasibility study of raising all or portions of the levees to
sufficiently reduce or eliminate overtopping from the 1% annual chance flood
event and possibly other system component modifications;
 Environmental documentation for raising the levees, implementing identified
corrective measures, if any, or other system component modifications to comply
with CEQA and NEPA, and required environmental regulatory permitting; and,
 Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) to justify and demonstrate the
reduced flood hazard that would result from raising the levees, implementing
identified corrective measures or other system modifications, and to reflect the
reduced flood hazard in FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Map.
Description of the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System
Belvedere Lagoon is a man-made coastal pond within the San Francisco Bay formed in
the 1940s and 1950s by constructing two “land bridges,” Beach Road and San Rafael
Avenue, which crossed the historical Belvedere Strait and connected Belvedere Island to
the Tiburon Peninsula. The interior area was dredged to form a lagoon and subsequently
subdivided into parcels. Today the lagoon water surface covers about 64 acres and is
surrounded by 260 lagoon-fronting homes and duplexes (Figure 1).
The City of Belvedere owns and maintains these levees which, in addition to flood
protection, convey utilities and provide the only access to the Tiburon peninsula for the
approximately 2,000 residents who live on Belvedere Island and the southern part of the
lagoon. The levees also have trails, walkways and sitting areas that provide casual
strolling, walking, biking, and scenic viewing opportunities to recreationalists.
Floodwaters entering the lagoon cause the lagoon water level to rise. If the volume of
floodwater entering the lagoon is sufficiently large, the rise in the lagoon water level can
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flood shoreline properties. The threshold water level for flooding of shoreline properties
is about elevation 4.68 ft NAVD88 (Brown and Caldwell, 1982), which is about 5 ft
lower that FEMA’s preliminary (2014) base flood elevation for the lagoon, 10 ft
NAVD88.
The lagoon area is vulnerable to flooding from three potential sources, from highest to
lowest in order of magnitude (Figure 2):
 Coastal floodwaters that overtop the Beach Road or San Rafael Avenue levees
during extreme coastal floods and discharge into the lagoon;
 Stormwater runoff eminating from surrounding drainages on Belvedere Island and
Tiburon Peninsula that discharge into the lagoon through storm drains or overland
flow paths; and,
 Coastal floodwaters that overtop the Tiburon shoreline during extreme coastal
floods and flow overland through downtown Tiburon and discharge into the
lagoon.
Flow exchange between Richardson Bay and the lagoon is controlled by four gravityflow culverts (20 CMP, 48 CMP, two 30 CMPs) crossing through the San Rafael
Avenue levee (Figure 1). There are no culverts crossing through the Beach Road levee.
These culverts have flap gates on the bay side that prevent water from flowing into the
lagoon during high tides. Lagoon water can flow to the bay during low tides when the
water level in the lagoon is higher than the bay and the culvert gates are opened. In
addition, the Belvedere Lagoon Property Owners Association (BLPOA), which owns,
maintains and operates the lagoon, has installed permanent pumps that can withdraw
water from the lagoon and convey it through a pipe to the bay. This enables BLPOA to
draw down the lagoon in anticipation of heavy inflow from forecasted storms or potential
coastal overtopping. The BLPOA can also install additional temporary pumps if needed
to increase removal of lagoon water.
BLPOA operates the lagoon for recreation and flood protection by controlling the lagoon
water level during the summer and winter. The Summer Operating Level (SOL), which
is el. 4.18 NAVD88, is intended to enhance recreational enjoyment of the lagoon. The
Winter Operating Level (WOL), which ranges from el. 2.43 ft to 2.88 ft NAVD88, is
intended to enhance flood protection by providing a buffer to attenuate stormwater inflow
and prevent the lagoon water level from rising too high. During the winter in anticipation
of heavy storms, BLPOA will lower the lagoon water level to the lower end of the range.
Further lowering is avoided as it could potentially cause shoreline properties to subside.
Figure 3 below shows the elevation-storage curve for the lagoon. The SOL, WOL, and
threshold water level for flooding of shoreline properties (4.68 ft NAVD88) are indicated.
The volume between the WOL and the flood threshold is about 150 acre-ft. This volume
is the wintertime buffer capacity of the lagoon to attenuate floodwaters without flooding
shoreline properties.
Significant portions of the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees are indeed lower
than FEMA recently derived (2014) BFE (10 ft NAVD88) by as much as two feet, and
significant flooding would occur during a 1-percent-annual-chance coastal flood.
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Overtopping flow in combination with coincident stormwater runoff reaching the lagoon
would exhaust the buffer capacity of the drawn-down lagoon, overwhelm the pumps and
fill the lagoon. Shoreline properties would be flooded. The levees need to be raised to
reduce or eliminate overtopping and, if necessary, strengthened and otherwise modified
to withstand the 1% annual chance flood and protect the lagoon area from flooding.
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Figure 3 Belvedere Lagoon Elevation-Storage Curve

Historically the lagoon has experienced flooding from stormwater runoff and coastal
overtopping of the two levees. In 1982, 1983, 1986, and 1995 there was flood damage in
the lagoon area due to stormwater runoff that raise the water level in the lagoon. In 1982
there was flooding of over 150 properties, including actual water intrusion into dozens of
lagoon area homes. In 1982 the source of flooding was both stormwater runoff and
coastal overtopping of the Beach Road levee from the Richardson Bay. Between 1982
and 2010, the City of Belvedere and the Belvedere Lagoon Property Owners Association
(BLPOA) implemented several measures to reduce the flood hazard. These measures
included:
 Construction by the City of the Reed Drainage Diversion which diverts storm
flows directly to Richardson Bay that had previously flowed to the Lagoon
(Refer to Figure 1 for the Reed Drainage Diversion);
 Placement by the City of rock revetment to protect the foreshore of the San
Rafael Avenue levee;
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Regular removal of sediment from the lagoon by BLPOA to increase flood
attenuation capacity;
Installation of permanent pumps to augment capacity to draw down the lagoon;
and,
Installation of temporary pumps on an as-needed basis to remove lagoon water
during tides too high for gravity release to Richardson Bay in preparation for
forecasted severe storms.

Since summer of 2011 the BLPOA has implemented further measures, including:








Flood Control and Management Condition Assessment/June 2011 – Formal
condition assessment of lagoon flood control infrastructure and management.
Total cost for this project $7,500
Main Gate Motor Replacement with Automated Integration to the Vault
Gate/May 2012 - Significant upgrade to the sluice gate operating system that
included redundancies 24/7 for lagoon elevation, alarms and automated ability to
release water. Total cost for this project $34,000
Richardson Bay Pier Repairs/August 2012 - Repairs were made to the pier which
supports the main flap gate and minimizes sediment accretion to ensure maximum
outflow. Total cost for this project $67,000
Storm Drain Inlet Management/January 2013 – Identification, location and
management of all inlets into the lagoon. This is an ongoing task with an annual
budget line item of $20- 25,000/Year
Bathymetric Survey and Capacity Assessment/May 2013
Hydrographic/topographic survey of the entire 64 acre lagoon and capacity study.
Total cost for this project $10,000
Flood Control Pump Replacement August/2014 – To date this project is the
largest investment BLPOA has incurred in recent years for flood control
improvements. The intent of this project has been to ensure the maximum release
of water into Richardson Bay when “muted tides” occur.
o A custom built 10,000 gpm pump and pile supported frame with the
ability for integration of a second 10,000 gpm pump.
o Raising of the vault discharge box for water release into the bay during
“muted tides”. Height increase of the slide gate operating system and all
controls to 11 ft MLLW. Total cost for this project $134,000

In the past four (4) years alone BLPOA has invested approximately $312,500 in lagoon
flood control improvements. This does not include the $120,000 annual budget for a fulltime on-site operator and an engineering consultant on an as-need basis for continual
storm monitoring, water release management, maintenance and oversight of the BLPOA
flood control infrastructure.
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FEMA Flood Mapping History
In 1976 and 1977, the Federal Insurance Administration (FIA; part of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development) issued its first “Flood Insurance Study” for the City of
Belvedere (1976 FIS) and “Flood Insurance Rate Map” (1977 FIRM, which derives from
the 1976 FIS), as authorized by the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (NFIA). The
1977 FIRM delineated the Belvedere Lagoon and certain areas along the Richardson Bay
and Belvedere Cove shorelines as Special Flood Hazard Areas, Zone A (Figure 4). The
1976 FIS and 1977 FIRM credited San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road as providing
protection against coastal flooding caused by 100-year water levels from San Francisco
Bay/Richardson Bay/Belvedere Cove, as reflected by the elevation 2 ft MSL (equal to
approximately 5 ft NAVD88) base flood elevation, lower than most shoreline properties.
In 2009, FEMA (successor to FIA for administration of the NFIP) issued an updated FIS
and FIRM (2009 FIS, 2009 FIRM). In a major change from the 1976 FIS, the 2009 FIS
did not credit the San Rafael and Beach Road levees as providing any flood protection:
FEMA classified San Rafael and Beach Road as “non-accredited levees.” For that reason
the 2009 FIRM delineated SFHA Zone AE as the area that would be flooded by the 100year water levels from Richardson Bay and Belvedere Cove as if these two levees were
non-existent. The resulting 2009 Zone AE delineation, which closely followed the
elevation 9.0 ft NAVD88 topographical contour, the base flood elevation for the bay,
covered a much larger area and contained many more properties compared to the 1977
Zone A (Figure 4).
In 2014 FEMA completed coastal engineering studies to update its coastal flood maps.
FEMA developed a regional-scale hydrodynamic model (including storm surge and
waves) for the San Francisco Bay and transect-based coastal zone flood models for the
shoreline. FEMA used the results from the transect-based coastal zone flood analysis to
establish base flood elevations and delineate flood zone boundaries. Because FEMA
classifies the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road as “non-accredited levees,” in
preparing the preliminary FIS and FIRM they again assumed the levees were non-existent
(as in 2009). The preliminary FIS and FIRM indicate a 1% annual chance stillwater
elevation of 9.7 ft NAVD88 and a based flood elevation of 10 ft NAVD88 (Figure 5).
The lagoon area is completely inundated by the 1% annual chance coastal flood covering
and the 2014 Zone AE covers an even much larger area than the 2009 Zone AE.
Work Completed 2010 to 2015:
Over the last five years the City has invested considerable resources to address its
flooding problems. In 2011, the City prepared and adopted a Flood Hazard Mitigation
Plan. The plan was incorporated into the City’s comprehensive Local Hazard Mitigation
Plan which was approved by FEMA in 2012. The plan describes flooding arising from
coastal overtopping of the levees as the great flood threat and identifies the obtaining
FEMA accreditation for the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road Levees as the highest
priority objective.
From 2011 to 2014, the City prepared the Belvedere Lagoon Flood Mitigation Study.
The study included development of HEC-HMS hydrologic and HEC-RAS hydraulic
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models to simulate the various processes affecting flooding of the lagoon area (refer to
Previous Study Reports for model descriptions). The models simulate rainfall-stormwater
runoff and coastal overtopping and the response of the lagoon in terms of water level rise.
The models also simulate the ways to control the lagoon water level by lowering the
normal wet season water level, draining through the culverts during low tide, pumping,
and raising the height of the levees. The models will be used in this study to develop,
analyze, and evaluate alternatives for levee raise and modifications to other system
components to achieve the flood protection goal.
Recent FEMA Procedures for Evaluating Non-Accredited Levees
In 2014, FEMA released its updated Levee Analysis and Mapping Procedures for NonAccredited Levee Systems (LAMP). In a departure from its recent practice which treats
non-accredited levees as non-existent for purposes of floodplain mapping, according to
these new procedures, FEMA now officially recognizes that levee systems that do not
fully meet the height requirements set forth in 44 CFR 65.10 may still provide a measure
of flood risk reduction. Under the revised procedures, FEMA has approved procedures to
assess the flood hazard associated with levee systems, including:
 Sound Reach Procedure, for levees meeting the height requirements;
 Freeboard Deficient Procedure, for levees without sufficient freeboard;
 Overtopping Procedure, for levees without sufficient height.
These new procedure will allow the City to consider alternative heights to raising the
levees in order to achieve its 1% annual chance flood protection goal. At a minimum the
levees will need to be raised to at least elevation 9.7 ft NAVD88 to prevent overtopping
of the 1% annual chance coastal stillwater component of the base flood. The levees may
need to be raised further to reduce or eliminate the remaining wave overtopping
component of the base flood – the amount of this further raise is one of the objectives of
this evaluation.
Overview of Scope of Work
The project consists of an evaluation of the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System,
analysis of alternatives to raising the levees and modifying the various other system
components, and selection of a preferred alternative project to achieve the goal of
protecting the lagoon area from flooding under the 1% annual chance flood event.
The alternatives analysis will consider a broad range of ways to achieve the flood
protection goal. Since coastal overtopping of the levees in the major source of flooding,
levee raise will be core element of all alternatives. Accordingly, the analysis will focus
on alternative heights to raising the levees, but it will also consider modifications to other
system components, such as diverting storm drains to the bay that currently discharge to
the lagoon, adding more lagoon pumps, and operating the lagoon water level at a lower
normal water level during the wet season. All alternatives developed will be adaptable to
future sea level rise. Barriers or other methods to prevent overtopping of the Tiburon
shoreline and flow overland through downtown Tiburon will not be considered because
this is a comparatively minor source of floodwater inflow to the lagoon.
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Alternatives will be conceptually designed, cost estimated, and analyzed for flood
reduction effectiveness, then subjected to environmental impact analysis and agency and
public review pursuant to CEQA and NEPA. The City will select the preferred
alternative and prepare a feasibility study, including a detailed cost estimate, for the
selected alternative. Environmental regulatory permits will be obtained. Information will
be prepared to support submittal to FEMA of a request for a Conditional Letter of Map
Revision (CLOMR) for the selected project. The CLOMR will signify compliance with
FEMA standards under 44CFR65.10 and indicates that the selected project, if built as
proposed, would be recognized by FEMA.
Scope of Work: To complete the scope of work for this project five tasks have been
identified and grouped in the following budget categories:
Task 1 - Direct Project Administration
Task 2 - Geotechnical and Coastal Structural Investigation, Analysis, and Evaluation
Task 3 - Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility Study
Task 4 – Environmental Documentation and Permitting
Task 5 – FEMA CLOMR
Task 1- Direct Project Administration
This task covers overall project management, coordination, and administration,
contracting, labor compliance, invoicing and progress reporting, and project close out.
Subtask 1.1- Project Coordination, Management and Grant Administration
This task includes activities associated with management and coordination of project
activities between the City, its contractors, and DWR. The City will contract with an
engineering contractor to manage and coordinate the work of its other technical
contractors and will report to the City staff project manager. In addition, this task
includes finalizing and administering the grant agreement between the City and DWR
(except for activities covered in Subtasks 1.2 through 1.5) and administering contracts
with contractors.
Subtask 1.1 Deliverables
 DWR grant agreement
Subtask 1.2 - Invoices and Quarterly Reports
This task consists of City staff preparing and submitting quarterly invoices and progress
reports for the project. Invoices and reports will be prepared in accordance with the terms
and the conditions of the grant agreement, and will be submitted to the DWR project
manager. The progress reports will describe all project activities undertaken for both
sources of funding (grant and cost share) for each task.
Subtask 1.2 Deliverables
 Quarterly progress reports
 Quarterly roll-up invoices
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Subtask 1.3 - Draft Final Project Report
A draft project completion report will be prepared by City staff and the engineering
contractor in accordance with terms and conditions of the grant agreement and will
summarize the results and interpretations of the project. Draft versions of the final report
will be reviewed internally by the City and will be provided to the DWR project manager
for review and comment. All final deliverables that have not been submitted yet will be
finalized and submitted to the DWR project manager along with the draft final report.
Subtask 1.3 Deliverables
 Draft Final Project Report
 All Final Project Deliverables
Subtask 1.4 - Final Project Report and Project Close-Out Process
City staff and the engineering contractor will review and incorporate comments provided
by the DWR project manager into the final report. City will follow the project close out
process including the submittal of retention invoice as instructed by the DWR project
manager.
Subtask 1.4 Deliverables
 Final Project Report
 Final Invoice
 Retention invoice will be submitted after the final invoice
Subtask 1.5 - Labor Compliance Program
This task consists of City staff providing the required information to Compliance
Monitoring Unit (CMU) of the California Department of Industrial Relations (DIR)
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE). Implementation will involve the City
preparing and inserting provisions in all contracts requiring contractors to comply with
the requirements of the CMU. City will submit the required information to DLSE CMU.
Subtask 1.5 Deliverables
 Department of Industrial Annual Report, upon request
Task 2 – Geotechnical and Coastal Structural Investigation, Analysis, and
Evaluation
Geotechnical and coastal structural investigation, analysis, and evaluation will be
performed in phases by geotechnical and coastal engineering contractors. In phase 1 the
evaluation will be performed on the existing levees. In phase 2 the evaluation will be
performed on the selected alternative (modified) levee configuration.
Subtask 2.1 – Phase 1 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural
Investigation, Analysis, and Evaluation
The City will engage a geotechnical engineering contractor and a coastal engineering
contractor to prepare the phase 1 evaluation. The purpose of the phase 1 work will be to
evaluate the stability of the existing levees to withstand the 1% annual chance coastal
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flood in accordance with the standards set forth in 44 CFR 65.10. Specifically the
evaluation will include:
 Evaluation of the embankment protection to demonstrate that no appreciable
erosion or failure will occur during the base flood as a result of currents or waves
(by coastal engineering contractor);
 Evaluation of the embankment and foundation stability to demonstrate that
expected seepage into or through the levee embankment and foundation will not
jeopardize stability (by geotechnical engineering contractor);
 Evaluation of settlement to assess the potential and magnitude of future settlement
to demonstrate that levee height standards will be maintained (by geotechnical
engineering contractor); and,
 Identification of any deficiencies and recommendations for corrective measures.
The engineering contractors will conduct research to determine geologic conditions,
structural conditions, age of levees, and their construction history. As-built design plans,
if available, and historical aerial photos will be obtained to document the ages and
timeframes of previous construction, fill, revetment, and/or concrete placement.
Available data on previous subsurface explorations in the vicinity will be gathered and
reviewed.
The engineering contractors will perform a site inspection to observe existing levee
conditions. Based on observations, initial opinions on the adequacy of the existing levees
embankment protection structures (e.g., rock revetment, retaining walls, coastal sea
walls) and initial geotechnical and structural recommendations for improvements will be
provided to inform the subsequent alternatives analysis.
The coastal engineering contractor will analyze the embankment protection (e.g., rock
revetment, retaining walls, coastal sea walls, including foundations) to determine whether
any appreciable erosion or failure will occur during the base flood as a result of currents
or waves. The evaluation will be conducted for the hydraulic criteria used in the
alternatives analysis including high and low water levels in the bay and lagoon, wind and
wave actions, flow velocities and flood duration. Title 44 CFR 65.10 guidelines will be
followed as a basis for the evaluation, including comparing calculated factors of safety
for existing levees against allowable minimums in the Army Corps guidelines.
The geotechnical engineering contractor will conduct subsurface exploration. Prior to
subsurface exploration, Underground Service Alert will be notified to mark utilities to
enable locating the borings and identifying needed encroachment permits from the City.
Two days of subsurface exploration with cone penetration tests (CPTs) will be conducted
– six (6) CPT probes along San Rafael Avenue and four (4) along Beach Road are
anticipated. The CPT data will be interpreted for depth and thickness of various geologic
layers (e.g., fill, bay mud), soil classification and strength. Following the CPTs,
subsurface conditions will be further explored with five borings, three in San Rafael
Avenue and two in Beach Road. Soil samples will be collected from the borings and
laboratory tested to determine engineering soil properties including permeability,
moisture content, dry density, strength and consolidation.
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Based on geologic layer thicknesses and strengths interpreted from the subsurface
exploration, laboratory testing, and topographic/bathymetric data, the levees will be
analyzed and evaluated for stability and future settlement. The evaluation will be
conducted for the hydraulic criteria used in the alternatives analysis including high and
low water levels in the bay and lagoon, wind and wave actions, flow velocities and flood
duration. Title 44 CFR 65.10 guidelines will be followed as a basis for the evaluation,
including comparing calculated factors of safety for existing levees against allowable
minimums in the Army Corps guidelines.
Any deficiencies determined through the phase 1 evaluation will be described and
recommendations for corrective measures will also be described. The phase 1 evaluation
will be summarized in a report.
Phase 1 geotechnical evaluation and coastal structural investigation, analysis, and
evaluation report will include:
 Description of the regional and local geologic conditions;
 Site plan showing the locations of subsurface exploration and approximate
underground utilities locations;
 Several geologic cross-sections depicting the anticipated subsurface conditions
including geologic strata, pavement and concrete sections, known buried utilities,
or other components of the road levees relevant to our evaluation (e.g., rock
revetment, concrete sea walls);
 Summary of relevant geologic hazards and recommended mitigation measures;
 Identification of significant geotechnical and geologic issues;
 Review of historical marsh surveys and aerial photos to determine the time frame
for the original construction of the levees;
 Settlement analyses to determine the estimated total settlement and rate of
settlement for the existing levees; approximate percent settlement completed to
date and future settlement within specified time frames (i.e. next 10, 20, 50 and
100 years);
 Slope stability analyses to determine the static and pseudo-static factors of safety
for the existing levees;
 Seepage analyses to determine expected seepage into or through the levee
embankment and foundation;
 Interim technical memorandum of the analyses of the existing levees;
 Consultations with project team regarding various options for flood protection;
and,
 Draft report for review and comment by design team. The draft report will
determine/demonstrate whether the existing levees are strong enough to withstand
a 100-year coastal event and meet the requirements per Title 44 CFR 65.10; or if
the levees do not meet requirements, the report will describe deficient areas,
develop mitigation options and rough cost estimates.
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Subtask 2.1 Deliverables
 Draft Phase 1 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural Investigation,
Analysis, and Evaluation Report
 Final Phase 1 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural Investigation,
Analysis, and Evaluation Report
Subtask 2.2 – Phase 2 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural
Investigation, Analysis, and Evaluation Report
The purpose of the phase 2 work will be to support later feasibility-level design in Task 3
of the selected alternative (modified) levee configuration. The phase 2 evaluation will
follow the same methods and utilize the same basic data as the phase 1 evaluation to
demonstrate that the selected alternative (modified) levees can withstand the 1% annual
chance coastal flood in accordance with the standards set forth in 44 CFR 65.10. The
phase 2 report will include all supporting data, analyses, findings and conclusions and
will be certified by registered engineers for inclusion in the CLOMR package to be
submitted to FEMA in Task 5.
Subtask 2.2 Deliverables
 Draft Phase 2 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural Investigation,
Analysis, and Evaluation Report
 Final Phase 2 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural Investigation,
Analysis, and Evaluation Report
Task 3 – Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility Study
Subtask 3.1 – Alternatives Analysis
The City will engage an engineering contractor to prepare the alternatives analysis. The
alternatives analysis will consider modifications to all components of the levee system,
but will focus on alternative heights to raising the levees in order to achieve its 1% annual
chance flood protection goal. For any alternative, the levees will need to be raised at a
minimum to at least elevation 9.7 ft to prevent continuous overtopping of the 1% annual
chance coastal stillwater. Higher levee heights will go further to prevent intermittent
overtopping by wave action, but will result in higher cost, obstruct scenic views of the
bay, and affect aesthetics. The City desires to consider a range of alternative heights
above elevation 9.7 ft so that trade offs between levee height, cost, and visual/aesthetic
impacts can be evaluated. Alternative levee raises to be considered will include:



Raising all or portions of the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees to the
full height required under 44 CFR 65.10 to eliminate overtopping (i.e., 1%
annual chance flood total water level plus freeboard); and,
Raising all or portions of the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees to a
height lower than required in 44 CFR 65.10 to sufficiently reduce overtopping
(i.e., higher than elevation 9.7 ft and lower than the 1% annual chance flood total
water level, but allowable under LAMP).
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The alternatives analysis will apply FEMA’s Sound Reach Procedure, Freeboard
Deficient Procedure, and Overtopping Procedure under LAMP to analyze the raised levee
heights. The Sound Reach and Freeboard Deficient Procedures will be used to determine
the raised levee height to prevent all overtopping from the 1% annual chance coastal
flood with and without required freeboard, respectively. The Overtopping Procedure will
be used to determine the minimum raised levee height so that the lagoon has sufficient
capacity to attenuate the volume of overtopping during the 1% annual chance coastal
flood plus any coincident stormwater runoff entering the lagoon without exceeding the
threshold of flooding shoreline properties.
The City will engage a landscape architect contractor to assist in the alternatives analysis
by preparing profiles to assess potential impacts of alternative levee raise configurations
on scenic views and site lines. The landscape architect will also prepare renderings of
alternative levee raise configurations to assess potential impacts on aesthetics, access and
recreational uses of the levees.
Included in this task is work completed in 2014 on development of a preliminary
alternative for a minimum uniform raise of each levee that would be allowed under
LAMP to sufficiently reduce overtopping to prevent flooding in the lagoon area during
the 1% annual chance flood total water level; elevations 10.0 ft and 10.7 ft NAVD88 for
San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road, respectively (Stetson, 2014; refer to Previous Study
Reports). These will be considered in the alternatives analysis.
The alternatives analysis will also consider alternative modifications to other system
components to reduce the levee raise needed to achieve the flood protection goal. These
modifications are both physical and operational in nature and aim to reduce the rise in
lagoon water level in response to surface runoff entering the lagoon or they add buffer to
enhance the attenuation capacity of the lagoon. Alternative system component
modifications to be considered in combination with the levee raise options will include:





Operating the lagoon at a lower level during the wet season to provide additional
buffer and flood attenuation capacity;
Installing additional pumps to increase the system capacity to remove water from
the lagoon;
Diverting storm drains and overland drainages, that currently discharge to the
lagoon, to discharge directly to the bay; and,
Various combinations of the above modifications.

All alternatives will be adaptable to future sea level rise.
Conceptual-level designs and cost estimates will be prepared for the alternatives. The
flood reduction effectiveness of each alternative to achieve the 1% annual chance flood
protection goal will be verified using previously developed hydrologic and hydraulic
models. Other benefits associated with each alternative will also be described, such as
recreation enhancement, adaptability to sea level rise or improving lagoon water quality
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and aquatic habitat. Cost estimates for the alternatives will be prepared based on the
conceptual designs.
To evaluate and rank the alternatives, evaluation criteria will be developed. The criteria will
be transparent and reflect the multiple project goals. The alternatives will be ranked based on
the evaluation criteria. Two to four of the highest ranking alternatives will be carried forward
to environmental review under CEQA and NEPA. At the conclusion of environmental
review the City will select the preferred alternative. The engineering contractor will
document the alternatives analysis is a report.
3.1 Deliverables
 Draft Alternatives Analysis Report
 Final Alternatives Analysis Report
Subtask 3.2 – Feasibility Study
The engineering contractor will prepare a feasibility study report on the preferred
alternative including a feasibility-level design and cost estimate. The feasibility-level
design will build upon the conceptual design developed for the alternative in the
alternatives analysis and will show the levee raising and modifications to other system
components. Included in this work is surveying and preliminary mapping of utilities,
property lines and other rights-of-way to support the design.
The landscape architect will assist in preparing the feasibility study by preparing designs
showing features such as trails, walkways and sitting areas to provide enhanced casual
strolling, walking, biking, and scenic viewing opportunities to recreationalists. The cost
estimate will cover all capital costs including final design, environmental mitigation,
right-of-way acquisition, construction, construction management and inspection, and
annual costs for operations and maintenance. The report will describe how the design
will be adaptable to sea level rise.
3.2 Deliverables
 Draft Feasibility Study Report
 Final Feasibility Study Report
Task 4 – Environmental Documentation and Permitting
This task consists of the following subtasks and covers environmental documentation and
mitigation, and regulatory permitting. The City will engage an environmental contractor
to carry out the environmental review, mitigation, and regulatory permitting process and
prepare the necessary studies, surveys and documentation.
Subtask 4.1 - Environmental Documentation
The Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Modification Project will be subject to
environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The City and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (owing to need for a Section 404/10 permit) will be the lead agencies under
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CEQA and NEPA, respectively. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will prepare the
NEPA document as part of its permitting of the project. The City will coordinate with
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and will submit the NEPA document to DWR as part
of the Section 404/10 permit.
It is anticipated that a CEQA Environmental Impact Report (EIR) will be required owing
to the scope and magnitude, complexity, and potential public concerns with the project.
The EIR will provide comprehensive analysis and disclosure of the environmental
impacts and will provide mitigation measures, as required.
Subtask 4.1 Deliverable
 Approved and adopted CEQA and NEPA documents
Subtask 4.2 - Environmental Compliance, Mitigation, and Enhancement
Environmental compliance measures and project mitigation imposed via CEQA/NEPA
and regularity permitting, if any, will be implemented pre-, during, and post-construction.
In order to ensure that the mitigation measures and project revisions identified in the EIR
are implemented, the City will prepare and adopt a program for monitoring or reporting
on the mitigations/revisions which it has required in the project, and the measures it has
imposed to mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects.
Until mitigation measures have been completed, the City remains responsible for
ensuring that implementation of any mitigation measures identified for this project occurs
in accordance with the program and will be in place through all phases of the project. The
City will ensure that measures are tracked and that compliance with mitigation measures
are documented through reports and any deficiency are promptly corrected.
Subtask 4.2 Deliverable:
 Adopted monitoring program
Subtask 4.3 - Permitting
The Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Modification Project will be subject to the
regulatory permitting authority of federal and state agencies. The expected permits and
the related permitting agencies are:
 Section 404/10 Permit: US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE);
 (Potential) Biological Opinion through a Section 7 Consultation with USACE:
National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries) US Fish and Wildlife
Service;
 Section 401 Water Quality Certification, NPDES permit, General construction
permit: San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB);
 Major Permit: San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
(BCDC)
 SHPO review and concurrence of inventory/evaluation report: State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO); and
 Grading Permit, Building Permit, Watercourse Permit: City of Belvedere.
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The City will contract with an environmental contractor to prepare the permit
applications and carry out the supporting studies/surveys. The activities for this task
include:
 Perform required special studies to support permit applications, including
delineation of waters of the U.S. and State, including wetlands; special status
species biological surveys (if/as needed); vegetation surveys (if/as needed);
Section 106 cultural resources survey and evaluation;
 Prepare permit applications
In preparing the permit applications, the environmental contractor will draw basic project
information from the feasibility study.
Subtask 4.3 Deliverable
 Copies of all required permits as listed above
Task 5 – FEMA CLOMR
This task covers work needed to prepare a letter to FEMA, including supporting
documentation, requesting issuance of a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR)
for the City-selected project. FEMA’s issuance of the CLOMR will signify compliance
with FEMA standards under 44CFR65.10 and will indicate that the selected project, if
built as proposed, would be recognized by FEMA. This would enable revision of the
FIRM after construction is completed. The intent is for the revised FIRM to indicate a
reduced flood hazard in the lagoon area.
The CLOMR submittal package to FEMA will include the following elements:
 Letter to FEMA requesting issuance of a CLOMR based on the selected project;
 Feasibility-level design plans for the selected project showing the levee raising
and modifications to other system components (from Task 3);
 Final Phase 2 Geotechnical Evaluation and Coastal Structural Investigation,
Analysis, and Evaluation Report for the selected project in accordance with
44CFR65.10 (from Task 2)
 Hydrology and hydraulics analysis and floodplain mapping for the 1% annual
chance flood event for the selected project in accordance with FEMA’s 2014
Levee Analysis and Mapping Procedures for Non-Accredited Levee Systems;
 Operations plans and criteria describing how the levee system components,
particularly the lagoon water level, culvert pipes, and pumps will be operated for
flood protection in accordance with 44CFR65.10;
 Maintenance plans describing how the levee system components will be
maintained for flood protection in accordance with 44CFR65.10.
 Certifications by Registered Professional Engineers that the selected project
complies with requirements set forth in 44CFR65.10.
Task 5 Deliverable
FEMA CLOMR package submittal
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